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Building a link between molecular scales, 10-10 m, and meso-
scopic scales, 10-6 m, is a much sought-after goal in the fields of
computational chemistry and molecular biophysics. This would
enable very large-scale simulations of multicomponent systems to
be performed. One method, for nonaqueous systems, uses the
enthalpy of mixing.1 For aqueous systems though, the enthalpy of
mixing may not even be approximately the same as the free-energy
of mixing,2 which is the desired quantity to make the molecular-
mesoscale link. It is possible in principle to extract free-energy
changes from thermodynamic integration methods,3 but these are
notoriously costly and not always reproducible.

Here we show how potential of mean force (PMF) calculations
offer a practical alternative, although one is still faced with
extremely long (10-9 s) simulations. We apply PMF methods to
the adsorption of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and polypropylene
oxide (PPO) onto a silica surface from an aqueous solution. Our
study relates to problems of primary industrial importance since
PEO, PPO, and PEO-PPO copolymers are commercially available
water-soluble polymers, currently used for detergency, colloidal
dispersion stabilization, lubrication, and drug delivery.

The method used to establish a link between the molecular and
mesoscale models is to determine some thermodynamic properties
from atomistic PMF simulations, and thesameproperties from a
mesoscale method.4 Matching the properties allows one to back-
calculate a consistent set of mesoscale parameters. For polymer
solutions, the obvious thermodynamic property to match is the
second virial coefficientB2 between fragments. For surface effects,
we propose to use the limiting slope of the equilibrium adsorption
isotherm for fragments, found from

whereΓ is the surface excess,Fbulk is the bulk solute concentration,
kB the Boltzmann constant,w(z) the surface PMF,z the height from
the surface, andb the location of the surface. We regard dΓ/dFbulk

in the limit Fbulk f 0 as the surface analogue ofB2. Thus, the method
proceeds by calculating atomistic PMFs between PEO and PPO
fragments, and approaching a surface such as silica, from which
B2 and the limiting adsorption can be found.

Molecular dynamics simulations (using Discover software5 and
the Compass force-field6) were performed7 for EO2 [CH3-O-CH2-
CH2-O-CH3] and PO2[CH3-O-CH(CH3)-CH2-O-CH(CH3)-CH3] frag-
ments, both in bulk and approaching a model silica surface.8 We
describe here only the surface simulations, since a parallel
methodology was used for the bulk. To access the PMF between a
fragment and the surface, the center of mass of the fragment is
tied to a specified plane parallel to the surface by a quadratic
potential with a spring constantK. The mean displacement of the
center of mass from this plane then provides a direct measure of
the force acting on the particle due to the presence of the surface,
rather as though we are using a spring balance to “weigh” the
fragment. The methodology can be rigorously derived in statistical

mechanics as an application of the umbrella sampling method.9

Formally, one needs to be in the limit of infiniteK, so that in
practice one needs to perform test simulations for different values
of K. The measurement of the mean force is repeated at different
distances. For each distance, the system is equilibrated until the
force reaches a steady-state value. The overall length of a run
(typically 200 ps for the surface calculations, and up to 1 ns for
the bulk) is determined by the need to obtain good statistics for
the mean force. Our results are collected in Figure 1. We have
usedK ) 20 and 40 kcal/mol Å2 and two different box sizes, to
prove the robustness of these results.

From the whole data set one can calculate the PMF, which
represents the free-energy cost to bring a molecule from infinity to
a distancez from the surface, by fitting the mean force simulation
data with an appropriate function, and then integrating. This is done
by representing the steric repulsion at the surface by a potential
barrier diverging at the surface, and adding an exponentially
decaying periodic function to represent the solvation force, thus10

We next turn our attention to a mesoscale method appropriate
to this class of problem: the Scheutjens-Fleer self-consistent field
(SCF) theory.11 This is a generalization of Flory-Huggins theory
for polymer solutions, and is frequently used to calculate the
adsorption of polymers from solution.12 As such, the mesoscale
parameters in SCF are Flory-Huggins ø parameters, which
characterize free-energy changes as the environment of a given
monomer is changed. These parameters are also used in some
versions of dynamic density functional theory13 and have been
linked to the parameters in the dissipative particle dynamics
method;14 hence, our focus on SCF is not restrictive.15

In the present case we deal with a water-EO2 solution at a model
silica surface (or,mutatis mutandis,a water-PO2 solution). We
have to deal with three species: water (W), EO2 and surface (S).

Figure 1. Computed mean force in kcal/mol Å for EO2 and PO2 fragments
as a function of distancez from a surface of quartz. At each fixed distance,
energy was pre-minimized and initial NVT (T ) 298 K) dynamics was run
for 100 ps. Data collection was performed for next 200 ps of continued
dynamics. The filled circles (b) refer to simulations in a tall simulation
box (21.5× 21.5× 57 Å3) and spring constantK ) 40 kcal/mol Å2, while
the open circles (O) refer to a smaller box and spring constantK ) 20
kcal/mol Å2.

w(z) ) 1/[a(z - b)]m + exp[-d(z - e)n] cos[g(z - e)] (2)

(dΓ/dFbulk)Fbulkf0 ) ∫b

∞
dz(exp[-w(z)/kBT] - 1) (1)
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Therefore, we need to specify the bulk parameterøW,EO2 and the
difference between two surface parameters,øS,EO2 andøS,W.

We now discuss our results. From the bulk molecular simulations
we obtain the parametersøW,EO2 and øW,PO2. The calculatedø
parameters, via the second virial coefficientB2, are extremely
sensitive to the choice of the fitting function; for the functional
form proposed in eq 2 we obtainøW,EO2 ) 0.4 andøW,PO2 ) 1.5,
respectively (see Supporting Information). Thus, our calculations
correctly predict that PO2 is less soluble in water than EO2. From
the two-state model of Karlstro¨m,17 in the limit of infinite dilution,
the values areøW,EO ) 0.45 andøW,PO ) 0.77, which compare
favorably with our simulation results.

For the surfaceø parameters, we first calculate from the surface
PMF and eq 1 that dΓ/dFbulk ) 33 Å for EO2, and 147 Å for PO2,
in the limit Fbulk f 0. Since we can setøS,W ) 0 as a reference,
andøW,EO2 is known from theB2 calculation (or could be known
from elsewhere), the simplest way forward is to match the limiting
slope in the SCF adsorption isotherm as the only unknown
parameter,øS,EO2, is varied. A typical adsorption isotherm for EO2

is illustrated in Figure 2 (see also Supporting Information). In the
SCF model, we assume each EO2 or PO2 fragment is represented
by one polymer segment, set the lattice spacingl ) 4 Å, and use
a cubic lattice, in common with previous work.12 With this choice,
the target dimensionless quantities to be matched are (1/l) dΓ/dFbulk

) 8.25 for EO2, and 36.75 for PO2, in the limit of the infinite
dilution. To recover these values, we findøS,EO2) -7.1 andøS,PO2

) -11.15, indicating that the surface has a higher tendency to
adsorb PO2 rather than EO2.

At first sight this is surprising since it is well-known that
polymers and surfactants containing EO2 groups adsorb onto
amorphous silica surfaces, but PO2 groups interact less favorably
with the same surface.18 However, it has been shown that silanol
groups on the silica surface are essential for the adsorption of EO2

to occur, and the proposed mechanism is thought to proceed via
hydrogen bonding.19 These interactions are absent in our case since
the model silica surface (a surface of quartz) does not have the

H-bond donor groups that are present in the silanol groups of
amorphous silica (nor do the EO2 and PO2 have H-bond donor
groups).

In summary, we have shown here that the potential of mean force
(PMF) method together with a suitable choice of thermodynamic
quantities can offer a practical route to make the molecular-
mesoscale link in aqueous systems.20 This method can also be used
to obtain mesoscale parameters for biopolymers.
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Figure 2. Excess adsorbed amount plotted as a function of the molar
concentration obtained from SCF calculations for EO2 at the model silica
surface. Inset shows the slope of the excess adsorbed amount. The zero
concentration limit of the slope is the thermodynamic quantity calculated
independently via molecular simulations.
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